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ABSTRACT

Background: There is an absence of work on vertebral endplate response to peripheral loading following disc
removal and interbody placement. Endplate deflection into the interbody space may impart beneficial strain on the
developing fusion mass, influencing bone formation and remodeling. The aim of this study was to verify endplate

deformation due to peripheral loading using a custom transducer and to investigate whether endplate motion is
inhibited by implant design.

Methods: A total of 14 porcine (L4, L5) vertebrae were assigned to open or strutted implant designs. A custom

transducer was placed on the endplate while 500 N was applied to the implant at 1 Hz for 500 cycles. Endplate motion
was acquired for each time point and averaged among specimens of the same design. The rates and magnitudes of
endplate deformation were compared between implant designs using unpaired t tests.

Results: Peripheral loading of both implant designs resulted in endplate deflection into the interbody space. The
open implant design demonstrated an increased rate and magnitude of endplate deformation when compared with
strutted implants.

Conclusion: Interbody cage design directly influences the dynamic motion of the vertebral endplate during cyclic
loading. A larger, faster deflection of the endplate could increase the strain rate, duration, and magnitude on the
developing interbody fusion mass. These parameters of dynamic strain have been correlated with increased bone
formation and remodeling.

Clinical Relevance: Unimpeded endplate deformation in an open cage design could impart a strain pattern on the
developing fusion mass that increases bone formation and remodeling, ultimately leading to a faster and stronger fusion.

Biomechanics
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INTRODUCTION

Interbody cage selection plays a key role in the

success of a spinal fusion surgery. In a 2014 study by

Rajaee et al1 reviewing data from the Nationwide

Inpatient Sample, the primary diagnosis in 40% to

47% of spinal fusion revision surgeries was ‘‘a

mechanical complication of the orthopaedic device,

implant or graft.’’ The main function of an

interbody cage is to correct spinal deformities,

provide stability, and ensure an optimal chemical

and mechanical environment for arthrodesis to

occur.2 Differences in cage material and design

affect subsidence resistance, construct stability, and

fusion rate, all factors that influence the success rate

of the fusion surgery.

Mechanical load sharing between the interbody

device and the graft is one factor shown to influence

the fusion rate.2–4 Stress shielding is a well-described

mechanical phenomenon that often occurs when a

stiff device is implanted in series with bone. A

reduction in the stiffness of interbody fusion cages

has been shown to enhance fusion in an animal

model at 6 months and 3 years.2,4 Whereas it is well

known that the material properties such as modulus

of elasticity can affect the stiffness of the cage, the

effective stiffness results from a combination of the

material properties and cage design.5 One approach

to modifying the cage stiffness is decreasing the

amount of material in the implant by creating a

porous construct. With the adoption of additive

manufacturing, this approach is becoming more

common. Still, the level of stress shielding involves

more than just matching the stiffness of the

implanted materials; it is also important to minimize



the influence of the cage on the natural physiologic
response of the vertebral body and endplate.

When the intervertebral disc is removed and
replaced by an interbody cage, the endplate is
exposed to a combination of bone graft and implant
material. The result is an effective stiffening of the
endplate and a shift in the normal physiological load
transfer that may lead to undesired remodeling and
resorption of bone.6 Kanayama et al7 investigated
the effects of 11 different lumbar interbody cages on
intracage pressure during loading. They found a
correlation between the intracage pressure and the
largest central aperture size and concluded that if 2
different cages have equivalent total porous surface
area, then the cage with the largest central aperture
produces less stress shielding than those with several
smaller pores, regardless of cage material. Their7

hypothesis was that the larger pore allowed for
more deflection of the representative graft material
into the cage, though the movement of the endplate
was not directly measured. We are not aware of any
studies that have directly measured the movement of
the endplate during implant loading.

Endplate deformation in an intact functional
spinal unit has been measured in prior studies.8,9

Results demonstrate a flexible endplate that bends
into the vertebral body as a response to pressure
from the intervertebral disc. Maximum deformation
occurs at the center of the endplate and has been
observed to average approximately 0.3 mm of
movement.9 However, removal of the pressure
imposed by the intervertebral disc could result in a
change to the endplate movement direction. Spec-
ulation on the basis of the structure of the vertebra
would suggest endplate movement into the inter-
body space. The vertebral body has a strong cortical
outer shell, a core consisting of weaker cancellous
bone and interosseous fluid, and a flexible endplate
with limited permeability to fluid flow.10–12 It is
hypothesized that under peripheral loading the
combination of the increased internal pressure in
conjunction with a mechanically weak central
vertebral region and a stiff outer shell predisposes
the endplate to external deflection.

Performing comparative evaluations regarding
the interaction of interbody devices with the
vertebral endplate under in vitro conditions is a
complicated undertaking and has traditionally been
restricted to the field of computational mechanical
simulations.13,14 In this study, we examined the
effects of anterior lumbar interbody fusion (ALIF)

implant design upon the micromovement of the
vertebral endplate during cyclic peripheral loading
using a custom transducer. More specifically, the
purposes of the investigation were to (1) verify
endplate expansion into the interbody space during
peripheral loading of the vertebra and (2) examine
the differences in endplate micromotion of ALIF
devices made with identical material and compara-
ble commercial footprint with and without a central
support strut. We hypothesized that open implants
would facilitate unimpeded endplate motion and
result in increased endplate expansion as compared
with an implant equipped with a central strut
(Figure 1).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Two ALIF implants with commercial footprints
were fabricated from the same Titanium-6Alumi-
num-4Vanadium alloy to minimize experimental
variables. Commercially, the device representing an
open design (No Strut, Figure 2, left) is made from
titanium alloy, whereas the device representing a
strutted device (Figure 2, right) is made from
polyetheretherketone (PEEK). Titanium was chosen
for this study because the material properties of
PEEK limit the design, requiring a strut to provide
sufficient mechanical integrity under cyclic dynamic
loading. The endplate contact area was similar
between designs, with 428 mm2 for the open device
and 408 mm2 to 505 mm2 for the strutted device,
ranging from no-strut to full-strut contact. Both
devices were of sufficient size to engage the vertebral
periphery for loading. Porcine specimens were
selected for this study. A porcine vertebra is slightly
smaller in geometry and displays a flatter endplate
than a human vertebral body. However, the
advantages of uniformity with respect to geometry
and strength are significant as compared with the
large variability associated with human cadaveric
specimens. A total of 14 L4 or L5 porcine vertebrae
were excised and cleaned of excess soft tissue (100-
kg animals, Animal Technologies, Tyler, Texas).
Cartilaginous material was removed from the
superior endplate per the manufacturer’s recom-
mended surgical procedure. It has been shown
biomechanically that as little as 1 mm of endplate
removal can result in a significant loss of mechanical
integrity.15 The cartilaginous layer was also re-
moved from the inferior vertebral endplates to
facilitate good adhesion between the specimen and
the embedding material. Specimens were embedded
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in resin (Bondo, 3M, St Paul, Minnesota) to

facilitate positioning within the testing machine.

Specimens were randomly but equally assigned to

the open or strutted implant group.

A custom-designed strain gauge–based displace-

ment transducer was fabricated and calibrated to

record endplate movement under cyclic loading of

the vertebral periphery. The transducer records

changes in displacement through a strain gauge

mounted at the apex of a flexible central arc. When

the relative separation distance between the tabs of

the transducer is altered due to tension or compres-

sion, a corresponding increase or decrease in the arc

diameter is generated and results in the deformation

of the strain gauge located at the apex of the arc.16

Using a Wheatstone bridge circuit and amplifier, the

gauge resistance change is transformed to an output

voltage that is subsequently converted to a known

displacement using a previously generated calibra-

tion curve between transducer output voltage and

the change in tab-separation distance. To ensure the

performance of the transducer, a pretest recording

under the initial low load compression value and

posttest recording under the upper load compres-

sion value were evaluated. The output fluctuation

during a static measurement was a maximum of

only 3% for both pretest and posttest recording.

Prior to use, the transducer and accompanying

electronics were allowed to equilibrate in the

laboratory environment for a minimum of 20

minutes. This combined with complete thawing of

the test specimens before setup permitted electrical

and thermal stabilization of the strain gauge and

associated electronics. To reproducibly locate the

transducer upon the vertebral surface in a consistent

manner applicable to both implant designs, a

location was labeled with a set anterior-posterior

Figure 1. Schematic representation of hypothesized endplate deformation due to implant loading along the vertebral periphery of open and strutted cage designs.

Figure 2. Left—No strut implant design (ie, open implant). Right—Implant

design with a central strut (ie, strutted implant).
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(AP) and medial-lateral (ML) distance (see Figure 3,
left). The rationale for the ML location selection
criterion was that for implants incorporating a
central strut design, location of the transducer could
not be placed at the midpoint of the ML vertebral
distance due to the presence of the strut. Selection of
the 70% ML and 40% AP locations facilitated
consistent transducer positioning for both designs,
thereby permitting comparison of relative endplate
micromotion effects due to the presence of the strut
without influence due to regional variations.

To record endplate movement under periphery
loading, 1 tab of the displacement transducer was
secured to a spring-loaded alligator clip affixed to a
magnetic-based manipulator arm, whereas the other
tab was used to sense endplate expansion (Figure 3,
right).

The multiple degrees of freedom associated with
the arm facilitated positioning of the transducer
upon the vertebral endplate surface while a custom
fixture interfaced with the actuator of the testing
machine to apply a compressive force upon the
implant. Prior to loading, the transducer was
manually brought into contact with the vertebral
endplate at the identified location. Contact was
verified by observing a change in the voltage output
of the transducer, indicating deformation of the
flexible arc due to vertebral endplate contact. The
voltage output of the transducer was nulled prior to

loading. To account for variable alignment resulting
from implant contact with the vertebral surface
under cyclic testing, a spherical stainless-steel ball
was placed between the actuator of the testing
machine and the fixture in contact with the implant.
Such a procedure facilitated a more uniform load
transfer between the loading axis of the testing
machine, the implant, and the underlying vertebral
endplate. Experimental studies involving endplate
loading often involve compression or combinations
of loading modalities for bending. These studies are
traditionally conducted under single-cycle nonde-
structive static or load-to-failure conditions. In the
context of the present study, destructive loading
would certainly manifest endplate involvement,
though static, single-cycle failure loading is not
representative of physiological biomechanical con-
ditions. Furthermore, in the case of single static
subfailure load application, the endplate response
could not be characterized under repetitive loads,
which represent a more clinically relevant response
scenario. The aim of the study is to determine
whether ALIF device design plays a role in the
fusion process via endplate interaction under cyclic
subfailure loading.

In the present study, a cyclic compressive load of
500 N was applied upon the respective implants at a
rate of 1 Hz for 500 cycles by a testing machine (TA
Instruments, ElectroForce 3300, Eden Prairie, Min-

Figure 3. Experimental set up to measure endplate bulging during cyclic loading.
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nesota). This fatigue-loading condition has been

shown to manifest implant subsidence and/or end-

plate engagement yet does not contribute to signif-

icant specimen degradation because the testing time

duration is on the order of several minutes.5,17,18

Continuous data for applied load and overall

deformation of the vertebra-implant combination

was acquired for loading cycle 10 and at subsequent

25-cycle intervals thereafter. Simultaneously, the

applied load of the testing machine and resulting

endplate deformation data from the transducer was

continuously recorded at 40 Hz by a data acquisition

system (DI-145, Dataq Instruments, Akron, Ohio)

receiving a priori calibrated input signals from the

testing machine and strain gauge amplifier (gain¼
500X). No amplification or signal conditioning was

required for the load signal from the testing machine.

The transducer deformation data at each time

point were averaged for the respective implants and

subjected to a nonlinear exponential regression of

endplate deformation versus time (Prism 5.0,

GraphPad Inc, San Diego, California). The regres-

sion equation used for fitting is represented in

Figure 4.

This mathematical description has proven effective

in describing bone-implant interaction performance

under cyclic loading.5 The respective parameters

from the regression analyses associated with the

endplate deformation attributed to strutted and open

(no strut) implants were compared using an unpaired

Student t test with significance a set to P , .05. To

compute an experimental sample size, the expected

standard deviation of each group was placed at 0.01

mm (or 10 lm) at a significance level of a ¼ .05 (2-

tailed). The distance represents a distance significant-

ly greater than the resolution of the transducer. An

experiment consisting of a sample size of 7 in each

group has 90% power to detect a difference between

means of 0.019 mm with a significance level a¼ .05

(2-tailed; N Stat, GraphPad).

Figure 4. Graphical representation of an exponential function used for fitting of

endplate and vertebra-implant deformation data under cyclic loading.

Figure 5. Fitted exponential curves to the open and strutted implant endplate

motion.

Figure 6. Resulting K value from the exponential regression for implants with

and without a central support strut.

Figure 7. Resulting half-life calculation from the exponential regression for

implants with and without a central support strut.
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RESULTS

The results of cyclic loading upon the implant/

vertebra structure were represented by exponential

function for both implant designs, similar to those

observed in previous studies conducted by this

laboratory.18 The compressive change of the im-

plant-vertebra structure was below 10 lm for both

devices, indicating the results for endplate deforma-

tion were from movement of the vertebral endplate,

not from endplate penetration of the cage (ie,

subsidence). Both the open and strutted implants

demonstrated a single exponential fit for endplate

deformation (Figure 5).

The resulting rate (ie, K value) of endplate

deformation between the 2 implants is seen in

Figure 6. A statistically increased rate of endplate

deflection (P , .01) was seen for open implants

compared with implants possessing a central strut.

The result of more rapid endplate expansion for

open devices was reciprocated with respect to the

half-life comparison (Figure 7) where open devices

manifested a reduced number of cycles (P , .01) to

achieve the half-life definition of a 50% change in

increased endplate expansion from loading initiali-

zation relative to strutted devices.

In examining the compressive change or span

parameter, implants lacking a central support strut

displayed a statistical increase in endplate motion at

the completion of cyclic loading (P , .01; Figure 8).

More specifically, the increase in endplate motion

due to endplate peripheral loading through open

devices was greater than devices with a central

support strut by approximately 15.4 6 0.1 lm.

DISCUSSION

Studies examining the motion of the endplate
have been limited to intact functional spinal units.8,9

To date, no experimental studies have been reported
that directly measure endplate micromotion during
implant loading. The goal of this study was to verify
and record the movement of the central endplate
during cyclic, nondestructive dynamic testing. The
study further investigated whether ALIF device
design would affect endplate deformation during
dynamic subfailure loading, indicating the potential
for differences in bone formation and remodeling
between designs. Two implants were fabricated
from identical material, with 1 implant displaying
a hollow core and the other possessing a central
strut. Both implants were subjected to cyclic loading
while endplate motion was recorded using a custom
transducer. An illustration of the theorized endplate
motion is seen in Figure 1.

The results of this study confirm endplate
deformation during peripheral implant loading
and demonstrate a direction of that motion into
the interbody cage. As such, in a complete spinal
unit the combined deformation of both endplates
would compress, thus inducing mechanical strain on
the contents within the interbody device. This
supports the hypothesis of Kanayama et al7 that
the higher intracage pressure observed for the large
continuous pore design is a result of more deflection
into the graft space. Following initial healing and
partial replacement of graft material by woven
bone, the developing fusion mass becomes mechan-
ically functional and can remodel as a response to
mechanical strain.19 Because the woven bone of the
developing fusion mass is more pliable than the
vertebral endplate,20 it can be inferred that the
compression would decrease the effective bone
volume within the cage, inducing strain on the
developing fusion mass. Bone formation and
remodeling in the interbody space are similar to
those found in the development of growing bone2

and in long bone healing.20. Previous studies have
demonstrated that in vivo bone formation is
unaffected by static loads21,22 but is significantly
influenced by dynamic loading.22,23 The effect of
dynamic loading on bone is based on the rate,
duration, and magnitude of the applied strain.24 The
dynamic outcome parameters evaluated in this
study can provide insight into the influence of cage
design on these strain factors.

Figure 8. Resulting span calculation from the exponential regression for

implants with and without a central support strut.
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The rate constant of endplate deformation (Figure
6) was significantly greater for the open cage design
than the strutted implant. Therefore, one would
deduce that the rate of the applied strain on the
developing fusion mass in an open cage would be
greater than the strutted design. Duncan et al24

demonstrated that a greater rate of change in applied
strain on bone increased the resulting bone forma-
tion. This observation has been replicated several
times in vivo.21,22 In addition, the derived parameter
half-life (Figure 7) indicates that implants without a
central support require significantly less time to
achieve the asymptotic limit or maximum amount
of endplate deformation. As such one would
conclude that the strain from maximum endplate
deformation is observed for a longer period of time
for the open cage than the strutted design. The
literature indicates that an increased duration of
applied strain leads to increased bone formation.23,25

With an increased rate and longer duration of
applied strain, the open cage design would be
expected to have an increased amount of bone
formation. In vivo testing demonstrates that greater
bone formation leads to a faster fusion ultimately
resulting in a more stable construct. Van Dijk et al4

compared cages with the same design but different
materials in a Dutch milk-goat model. They hypoth-
esized the cage with reduced stiffness would increase
the strain experience by the bone graft within the
cage, enhancing the mechanical stimulation and lead
to increased rate of fusion. After 6 months the cage
with lower stiffness showed a significantly increased
rate of interbody fusion, confirming their hypothe-
sis.4 Kandziora et al3 compared cages of the same
material but different designs in a sheep model and
found the device with a larger central opening
demonstrated an accelerated fusion. They attributed
the increased fusion rate to the design of the cage,
concluding the open cage lead to lower stress-
shielding on the incorporated bone graft and as such
led to a higher interbody fusion mass found in the
cage. In addition, this group evaluated stability of the
construct and correlated the faster fusion to a
significantly higher biomechanical stiffness.

In addition to the rate and duration, the design
of the cage significantly influenced the resulting
span of endplate motion, as seen in Figure 8. The
span represents the maximum endplate deforma-
tion observed in the cycles complete for this study
(approximately 8 minutes) and is indicative of the
expected deformation per cycle during longer

loading durations (.8 minutes) because the data
trends toward an asymptotic limit. A larger
endplate deformation would imply a greater
magnitude of strain on the developing fusion mass.
Implants without a central support provided 15.4
6 0.1 lm of additional endplate expansion over
the course of the test than did strutted devices. An
increase in the magnitude of strain has demonstrate
multiple benefits for bone growth. It is well known
and accepted that bone mass increases with an
increase in mechanical strain25 and bone resorption
is a consequence of immobilization, weightlessness,
and stress-shielding. In addition, Frankenburg et
al26 demonstrated a correlation between the
magnitude of loading on bone substitute material
and the rate of remodeling. In a canine model,
bone cement in areas exposed to higher loads was
resorbed and replaced by host cortical bone more
rapidly than cement in areas of low loading.
Moreover, the development of either woven or
lamellar bone, which impacts the mechanical
stiffness and strength of the bone,2 is directly
related to the magnitude of applied strain.27 Smit et
al2 found that the trabecular architecture (ie,
structure and density) within a spinal cage changes
during the fusion process, and this process is
influenced by the magnitude of strain on the
developing fusion mass. They found2 that cages
that allow the fusion area to receive higher
magnitudes of strain demonstrated a more homo-
geneous and mature fusion indicated by higher
trabecular thickness and trabecular spacing.

Furthermore, the specific amount of increased
endplate expansion demonstrated by the open cage
may play a role in the remodeling process. Bone
healing induced by implant placement consists of
two distinct stages, static osteogenesis (SO) and
dynamic osteogenesis (DO). Studies by both Ferretti
et al28 and Marrotti et al20,29 concluded that SO is
responsible for the initial layer of bone formation.
As such, it is weaker woven bone but provides
significant numbers of osteocyte lacunae and a
stabilizing mechanism that is critical for the initial
repair phase of bone healing. SO is driven by
inductive stimuli and results in an increase in the
bone ossification center and bone size.29 Subse-
quently, DO accounts for the generation of lamellar
bone, resulting in bone compaction and/or thicken-
ing of the trabeculae and therefore increased
mechanical integrity. The thin, bony trabeculae
(10- to 15-lm thick) laid down during SO provide
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the path for differentiation of osteoblast during

DO.28 Dynamic osteogenesis is driven by mechan-

ical strain sensed by osteocytes contained within the

SO trabeculae.29 Therefore, the additional 15 lm of
expansion, equal to the thickness of trabeculae

created during SO, may stimulate the osteocytes

within the trabeculae to increase DO and form a

thicker structure. Also, during SO osteoblasts
differentiated at approximately 28 6 0.4 lm form

blood capillaries.5 Once the fusion results in a bone

bridge across the interbody space, the extra 15 lm
of deflection from each endplate will combine to
impart 30 lm of compaction on the fusion mass,

approximately equal to the average distance of

osteoblast differentiation during SO. As such, this

added compaction may also stimulate DO activity.

Both of these potential methods of increased DO
would result in a denser, stronger fusion.

In order to isolate the influence of the strut on the

vertebral body response and endplate motion, other

potential factors that influence device stiffness, such

as the material type and non–endplate-contacting
pores (ie, side windows), were not explored.

Whereas the study confirmed increased endplate

motion for a large continuous central pore, sug-

gested to increase intracage pressure by Kanayama
et al,7 the study outcomes are limited to the

rudimentary design of the test implants. Further

research should compare endplate motion with

devices constructed from other clinically relevant
device materials or with more complex designs such

as a 3-dimensional printed porous device with a

continuous or strutted central aperture.

In conclusion, endplate micromotion has been

measured under periphery implant loading using a
custom displacement transducer. Results demon-

strate interbody cage design directly influences the

motion of the vertebral endplate during dynamic

loading. Dynamic cyclic subfailure loading has

shown that open (or no strut) devices demonstrate
an increased endplate expansion rate, and deforma-

tion into the intervertebral space when compared

with a strutted design. During interbody fusion

these parameters may parallel an increased rate,
duration, and magnitude of applied strain on the

developing fusion mass. On the basis of prior

research, this type of dynamic strain on the fusion

area would lead to increased bone formation and

remodeling, ultimately leading to a faster and
stronger interbody fusion.
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